August 2018 Monthly Report
During the Month of August, the drought-stricken Conservancy area seemed to have received a
reprieve through good rains landing on the Conservancy with 61mm recorded at the Conservancy
office (this is considerable compared to the 75.9mm recorded for all the combined months leading up
to August from the start of the year). In this issue we report on the usual permit inspection statistics,
followed by a story on tortoises, the 2019 student Ranger selection process, a basic firefighting course
held at the Conservancy and an interesting find on Veronique’s Roving Creel patrols. We then report
on a visit by some Nelson Mandela University Botany research students, some of our alien clearing
activities and the many meetings which dominated the month of August. The report then rounds off
with our selected monthly species profile which we trust you’ll enjoy.

A classic meandering coastal path near Vleesbaai.

“All things share the same breath - the beast, the tree, the man... the air shares its
spirit with all the life it supports.” – Chief Seattle
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Compliance Management
Marine Living Resources Act
During August a total of 25 recreational fishing, spearfishing and bait collecting permits were checked
by Erich and Kei. Of the 25 permits checked, six people (24%) failed to produce a valid permit and
were issued a verbal warning. We ask that if you witness fishermen and suspect they are not following
the rules and regulations, that you please contact the conservancy immediately.

Leave Me. Protect Me. Save Me
The tortoise is a terrestrial (land-dwelling) reptile and the world is home to a total of about 43 species,
with adults ranging in size from about 10 centimetres to one metre. South Africa has 13 species of
tortoise and 8 are found in the Western Cape alone. This makes the Western Cape an international
tortoise hotspot, because on less than 1% of the earth’s surface, we find almost a quarter of all known
species, and there is even an endemic (a species found only in one area) named the geometric
tortoise, Psammobates geometricus. Among the tortoises of the Cape we find the world’s smallest (the
speckled padloper), Africa’s second largest (the leopard tortoise) and arguably one of the world’s
rarest (the geometric tortoise).
For more information on the treasure trove of tortoise. Visit Cape nature’s website at:
www.capenature.co.za or the information Centre at Fransmanshoek Conservancy and collect your free
brochure.

The Pamphlet available at the information centre (left) and (right) an angulate tortoise, Chersina angulate, typically
found within the Conservancy.
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Student Rangers 2019 Selection Process
On the 9th, Kei, Riekie van Rensburg, Martin Pauw and Frits Nortjie formed the interview panel for the
selection of the 2019 student rangers. Kei initially distributed a job advertisement to his Conservation
circles and all the major educational institutions that have a Conservation related run course. These
included CPUT (Cape Town University of Technology), NMU (Nelson Mandela University) and TUT
(Tshwane University of Technology), all of which run Diploma programs in Nature Conservation.
Seven students were then shortlisted from a pool of 28 applicants and invited to the interview. The
formal interviews were conducted at Riekie’s Communal Lapa. All the candidates performed well in the
interview, and after some constructive deliberation between the panel, a decision was shaped over the
following few days. The two successful candidates were then chosen and informed: Apogee Fowler
and Taylor Fiford.
Apogee and Taylor will both be housed on the Conservancy, with one student staying in the
Conservancy Ranger accommodation located on Riekie’s Farm and the other accommodation still to
be arranged. Apogee, from NMU, comes from the nearby Kleinbrak near Mossel Bay and has shown a
keen interest in marine conservation and will suit the Conservancy’s Roving Creel surveys. Taylor,
another NMU student, hails from Cape Town and has a lifestyle shaped around the ocean and should
suit the Conservancy well. Both Students will start their year-long practical at Fransmanshoek
Conservancy from the 6th of January. We look forward to having both on the team for next year.

Fire Fighting Course
On the 13th, the Rangers and fellow members of the Conservancy, as well as the neighbouring
Danabaai Conservancy, attended a firefighting training day. The course was organised by the
Conservancy, hosted on Riekie’s Farm, Misgunst, and facilitated by Philip Wilken from the Southern
Cape Fire Protection Association. The attendees started off the day with the theoretical part of the
course, been given a Power Point presentation on the dangers of fire and how quickly fires begin and
spread. The group were then taught what to do in the case of a fire and what not to do for your safety
reasons.
After the theoretical part, the group moved to a practical session where a demonstration was
performed by a Working on Fire (WOF) team on how to use firefighting equipment, such as a “BakkieSakkie”, and hand tools such as beaters. Kei had arranged the fire permit ahead of time and on the
morning of the demonstration he got the green light from the Mossel Bay fire department to be
allowed to light the small pile of dried brush, unlike previous years. The course was very informative
and will serve and equip any landowner, land manager or ground staff with vital information on what
to do in fire emergencies. Thanks to Danabaai Conservancy for putting out the media articles
following the day’s activities and many thanks to Philip, for putting together a great course. And We
hope to see another one in 2019.
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The WOF team demonstating the various fire fighting techniques.

Roving Creel
While Veronique was on one of her monthly coastal patrols, she interviewed her last group of anglers
for the day at Stilbaaitjie. They had something huge on their line which they had been trying to land
for over an hour. Veronique waited around in hope that she would catch a glimpse of what they may
land. However, shortly after Veronique left the site, the anglers landed a majestic female Short-tail
stingray, Bathytoshia brevicaudata. It measured an impressive 157cm disc width and weighed roughly
130kg. The anglers submitted their photos to the Conservancy adding that the stingray “gave birth” to
three babies and that they released them all safely back into the ocean.
Rays are bottom-dwellers which camouflage and use their toxic spines or even electric shocks to
defend themselves against predators or any other threats. They glide along the sand for food or hide
beneath it, waiting for prey. Although the barb in their tails can inflict a potentially fatal wound, shorttail stingrays are generally more inquisitive than aggressive. Like sharks, rays have cartilaginous
skeletons. These flat fish have gills slits on the ventral (bottom) side of their bodies. Two spiracles
behinds the eyes on the dorsal (upper) surface draw in water which flows over the gills bringing in
oxygenated air before exiting through the gill slits. Short-tail stingrays reach a maximum width of
2.1m, a total length of at least 4.3m and can weigh as much as 300kg. The short-tail stingray is
possibly the largest of the stingray species.
Rays are ovoviviparous, meaning they give birth to live young, which can be seen in the photos below.
However, rays are also known to abort their young when put under stress, as a type of survival
mechanism (such as in the case of being fought by an angler for a prolonged period or landed). So,
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unknown to the anglers, what may have seemed as a special moment of the birth of rays to them was
most likely the mother aborting its young under duress. A sad story indeed, but therein lies a lesson
for our angler readers and friends to act on should they next hook a ray or shark.

The magnificent Short-tail stingray and its young landed at Stilbaaitjie.

NMU Botany Visit
During August a group of researching Botany students made their way out to the Conservancy from
Nelson Mandela University (NMU) to assess the various vegetation types within the Conservancy.
Ahead of the time, Adriaan, a doctorate student from the Nelson Mandela University contacted Kei to
arrange the visit and then arrived at the Conservancy with two fellow students who came out to run a
few samples blocks in the different vegetation types. All three students are under the supervision of Dr
Richard Cowling, one of the few internationally A rated scientists in South Africa.
The Rangers were all too happy to help and guided the group to good representative vegetation sites
that were all relatively pristine. The group were primarily interested in the Strandveld vegetation types;
however, the Rangers took them to all four major vegetation types that occur in the Conservancy area.
These are the Herbertsdale renosterveld, which is mostly remnant due to farming practises
encroaching into the fertile grounds it usually grows on; the Valley thicket which occurs in the kloofies
and low-lying river valleys; the cape seashore which occurs in the primary dunes closest to the ocean;
and lastly the Grootbrak dune Strandveld which the researching students where most interested in.

Alien Plant Management
One of the most important management activities that the Conservancy frequently undertakes also
often gets the least amount of limelight in the monthly reports, that we thought it was important to
share some of the ongoing alien clearing activities that occurred this month. This month the Rangers
assisted Frik Orban with clearing and chipping of Rooikrans, Acacia cyclops, around his Fransmanshoek
dune house on the 21st.
On the 22nd, Kei headed out to Diosma Reserve to join CapeNature and the members of CREW to
conduct the first alien clearing session as was announced in our earlier reports. The large group where
in high spirits and mostly removed Port Jackson, Acacia saligna, using a cut stump technique followed
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up with herbicide application. There were also some Rooikrans that were hand pulled by a smaller
group. The Conservancy will be helping with another six sessions to the end of 2018. Hopefully the
clearing efforts don’t go in vain and that many follow up operations happen into the future to help
conserve the critically endangered Mossel Bay Buchu, Diosma aristata.

The Green Warriors: members of CREW, CapeNature and the Fransmanshoek Conservancy all doing their part to help
the Diosma Reserve.

Meetings
Mossel Bay Aquaculture Public Hearing
On the 13th Kei and Erich headed to Mossel Bay to attend the Mossel Bay aquaculture public hearing
in the town hall. The meeting proceeded very quickly, with a packed community hall, and no clear and
certain answers being provided. The hearing proved to be more of an announcement that the
department of agriculture and fisheries will be investigating the viability and various role players who
may be involved in future commercial fish farming in the area. Very few select people within the public
audience where given the chance to ask questions and the meeting was ended abruptly with maybe
15 minutes given to the public to ask questions. Some interesting questions that came out of the
audience where; “What are the terms of reference?” and the “Economy of scale”. The governmental
mostly answered that it is still early days and the department would still need to do feasibility studies.

GCBR forum and AGM
The Gourits Cluster Biosphere Reserve forum meeting and AGM was held on the 14th in the
Jongensfontein community church. This seminar-styled meeting had some very interesting talks with
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the likes of Di Turner of the Outramps CREW group, who spoke about her interesting experiences and
important conservation work in her talk titled “A Needle in a Haystack - A journey of discovery with
the Outramps CREW Group and the Buchu Bus. This was followed by Mary Carr who presented on the
Rethink Bags initiative that sees local community upliftment through job creation and helping to curb
the plastic pollution problem by providing a plastic free grocery bag. Jean du Plessis from CapeNature
Stilbaai then presented a talk titled “Dynamics and economics of fish populations in the Goukou
Estuary” that reported on recent research conducted in the Goukou Estuary which also happens to be
within CapeNature’s Geelkrans Nature Reserve and MPA.

The Rethink the Bag shopping bags all tucked neatly into their own creative looking pouches, made locally by locals.

Gourits Estuary Management Forum
On the 15th the Rangers attended the Gourits Estuary Management Forum (GEMF). This was an
important meeting with the possible inclusion of the Conservancy into the management of the Gourits
estuary, doing compliance and estuary monitoring. The Conservancy has been in talks with the Garden
Route District Municipality and have been drawing up a memorandum of agreement (MOA) that
would see the Conservancy expanding to include the Gourits estuary and potentially setup two new
additional Rangers taking on duties that include law enforcement, alien clearing for water quality and
monitoring variables such as flow values and water quality.
The Gouritsmond community and Hessaqua municipality have indicated that they would be willing to
accommodate two new student rangers should this project go ahead. All the stakeholders are looking
at successful models such as the Lower Breede River Conservation Trust (LBRCT) on which to base the
management of the estuary and the acquisition of funds through licensing and launch fees. This could
also mean future membership benefits for Gouritsmond. Hessaqua and Garden Route District
Municipality would also provide funding and boat for this initiative.
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Gouritsrivier Bewaaringstrust Meeting
On the 16th, a day after the GEMF, the Rangers attended the Gouritsrivier Bewaaringstrust meeting.
The meeting proceeded with the usual protracted agenda items and when Kei was afforded the
opportunity, presented and introduced the possibility of the Conservancy operating within the Gourits
area following on the previous day’s discussions around management of the estuary. This information
was well received and supported by the community representatives and bodes well should the
Conservancy take on the project and setup two rangers in Gouritsmond.

Agulhus Offshore Forum
On the 22nd, Kei attended another Agulhus Offshore Forum meeting. To summarise briefly; a Total
International representative delivered a presentation on their plans to prospect and mine for offshore
oil as a priority, off the continental shelf and in the agulhus current just off the Mossel Bay area. Due
to the nature of working in such deep water and in the fast-flowing current, they hope to get first oil
in 2023 and will use a Norwegian semi-submersible well point. They mentioned using a ship like the
deep-sea Stavanger to operate on this type of well. Currently no oil is mined offshore of the southern
cape, with only gas being extracted. Obviously, this new type of oil mining in extreme oceanic
conditions is concerning and may have dire consequences for our environment if something were to
go wrong, lest we forget the Deepwater Horizon environmental disaster.
A PetroSA representative then presented reports on the E-BK and E-CB blocks, as well as the
decommission of the plant and the ROSGEO Russian deal. As reported on in our earlier monthly
reports, PetroSA’s current liability for decommissioning is 8.1 billion, yet only 2.2 billion is available.
This raises some serious questions. Surely this decommissioning fund should have been ring fenced
and was a requirement of the plan prior to building the plant. Another very concerning development.
The report on the E-BK suggested a long process and they anticipate starting to get gas by 2022. The
report on E-CB anticipated first oil by 2023. Regarding the Russian deal with ROSGEO, they anticipate
the US$400m deal to go through by the year end and will be a farm out with PetroSA still operating
the block.

Blinde River EMP public hearing
On Monday the 27th, the Rangers attended a meeting at the Mosselbay Town hall, hosted by the
Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA), regarding the assessment of the Blinde River management
plan. The meeting was straight forward, being the second of two meeting for this topic, the turnout
was small with only 10 people attending, including Warren Manuel, Mossel bay’s environmental
manager.
This meeting is one of many by the DEA, to revise management plans of all estuaries and rivers within
the Western Cape. During the meeting it was established that an existing management plan for the
Blinde River, already exists. After the host gave a bit of detail, as to what goes into creating a
management plan, the audience were asked if they had any recommendations moving forward for this
management plan. A few suggestions were made, and the Rangers mentioned that the Conservancy
lies just next to the river, and that the Conservancy may be able to help with future monitoring
projects, and even possibly compliance for the area. Since the area is remote and there are no public
access roads to the river mouth, it is seldom visited by fishermen or bait collectors. However there
have been reports of algal blooms in the past, and it was suggested that a form of public monitoring
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should be implemented, by giving details to the public to this area, and allow anyone to report any
signs of environmental degradation or, unlawful activity in the area.
After this short meeting, key role players for future management have been identified, and previously
unknown facts, and details that could help make more informed decisions have been identified. A
revised management plan will be drawn up and made available soon.

Monthly Species Profile
Common name

: Geometric tortoise

Scientific name
Family
Order
Class
Phylum
Kingdom

: Psammobates geometricus
: Testudinidae
: Testudines
: Reptilia
: Chordata
: Animalia

Suurpootjie (Afrikaans)

CONSERVATION STATUS
•

Endangered

Description:
The convex-shaped shell of the geometric tortoise has a bright yellow starred pattern on a black
background and a similar, but duller, less-defined pattern on the underside. It is superficially very
similar to the more common and widespread tent tortoise but differs from it in that, in the geometric
tortoise, the marginal shields are higher than they are wide and there are no buttock tubercles on the
back of the hind legs. The front legs are covered with unequal-sized scales and the front feet have five
toes. The hind feet have four toes. There is a marked size difference between males (average 100 mm)
and females (average 125 mm).
Habitat:
The geometric tortoise occurs only in the low-lying renosterveld shrublands of the Swartland, Upper
Breede River Valley and Ceres Valley, where wheat and wine farming, as well as urban development,
have led to the destruction of more than 90% of its habitat. The acidic, nutrient-poor soils support a
low shrub vegetation including restios, geophytes and grasses. Typical geometric tortoise habitat
comprises shale renosterveld and alluvium fynbos vegetation types.
Life History:
Sexual maturity is reached at approximately 10 years and females lay one or more clutches of about 15 eggs in spring to early summer. The eggs generally hatch after the first winter rains when the
ground has softened, and fresh young annual plants have appeared, providing food and shelter for
the hatchlings. By this time, the fire hazard has also dropped considerably. These tortoises feed on
small succulents, herbs and grasses, and will shelter under vegetation when it is too hot or too cold. It
is a very shy tortoise and when encountered, will immediately retract into its shell or scramble for the
nearest shelter under vegetation.
Distribution:
This species is endemic to the winter rainfall region of the south-western Cape, in which it is restricted
to the low-lying areas of the Swartland, Upper Breede River Valley and Ceres Valley.
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Threats:
•
Urban and agricultural expansion (wheat, other crop farming and vineyards) threatens
remaining habitats.
•
Severe fragmentation of remaining habitat puts pressure on small and isolated populations.
•
Invasive alien vegetation and animals, such as feral pigs, lead to further habitat degradation.
•
Too frequent fires in small, isolated habitats will destroy these populations, however, the
absence of fire may also negatively affect the quality of these isolated habitat patches.
•
The poaching of specimens from the wild remains a significant potential threat.
Conservation:
This species is protected under the Nature Conservation Ordinance of the Western Cape Province and
Schedule I of the Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES). It is also listed as one of the top 25 most endangered tortoises and turtles in the world.
The first reptile reserve in Africa, the J.N. Briers-Louw Nature Reserve was established in 1972 near
Paarl to protect the geometric tortoise and its habitat. At present there are a few more nature reserves
protecting geometric tortoise populations. One of these, the Elandsberg Nature Reserve, is a very
important remaining site for the long-term survival of this species since it has the largest remaining
geometric tortoise population. Various research studies on different aspects of geometric tortoise
biology have been carried out.
Further conservation actions required are:
• the establishment of additional statutory conservation areas; private landowners with
geometric tortoise populations on their properties can establish conservation stewardship
sites and conservancies;
• a Biodiversity Management Plan for this species must be developed; and
• Funding for further conservation actions and awareness programmes must be sourced.
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